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ABSTRACT 
Hypertension is a significant public health apprehension. The commonness keeps rising, and it is a risk 

issue for a number of unfavorable health outcomes counting a refuse in cognitive utility. The commonness of 
hypertension and age-related dementia is increasing in Asian countries, within the aged grouping. This review 
aims to talk about potential treatments for high blood pressure in the aged and suggest a most favorable 
objective for BP relation to cognitive results. Our review discusses a number of studies on associated blood 
pressure treatments to stay contentious and the penalty if the action aim is also low or violent. Longitudinal and 
cross-sectional, studies were incorporated in this appraisal. A most favorable systolic blood pressure of 120-130 
mm Hg is not compulsory, particularly in no diabetic hypertensive patients with significant risk factors. The 
renin-angiotensin scheme (RAS) is extremely occupied in not only hypertension other than also lifestyle-related 
diseases, and might contribute to the pathological mechanism in dementia; consequently, RAS instruction is 
anticipated to stop dementia. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Life expectation is rising globally. Some Asian countries like as South Korea and Japan 
countenance the stern trouble of larger duration. In South Korea, the continuation of life will be the 
largest globally, with life expectancy set to strike 90 years by 2030 (Kontis, 2007). A more severe 
trouble is the raise in people by dementia. Particularly in Asia, people through dementia will arrive at 
70 million by 2050. The quantity of dementia people will arrive at 7 million by 2025 in Japan 
(Mangialasche, 2010). Similarly, dementia people will develop into wide-reaching trouble in the in 
close proximity to future. The present countryside of obtainable treatment options for dementia, 
counting Alzheimer's disease (AD), is incomplete, and researchers have outlined they require for novel 
initiatives to arrive at much-needed penetrate medications. However, new Alzheimer’s disease 
medications have not emerged more than the last decade. A review (Livingston, 2017) reported that in 
2010, four drugs such as donepezil, galantamine, rivastigmine and, memantine,  
were at present used medications, but others had been industrial. So, what be supposed to we perform 
to conquer this severe problem? probable brain mechanisms would be protective utilized in defensive 
techniques touching dementia are  well reported in the Lancet (Livingston, 2017). Hypertension and 
hypotension are known to threat factors of morbidity and endurance earlier than the age of 80 years 
(Ettehad, 2016), (Franklin, 2015)  however, the input of those circumstances to all reason mortality 
weakens with elderly. Whether this reduction is a normal ageing progression or a pathological 
progression that ought to be remainder unclear. They recommends rising cardiovascular strength that 
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people be able to get better by the way of life changes, including maintaining unprocessed BP below 
120/80 mmHg (Samieri, 2018). Epidemiological studies designate potentially adaptable danger 
factors for dementia (Samieri, 2018). Lessons identified that superior levels of occurrence of dementia 
in 6626 aged more than 65 years old (Launer, 2010) Amongst them, another way of life associated 
diseases like as hypertension, diabetes, and obesity donate to dementia, particularly in the center aged 
people. They also persuade vascular dysfunction that causes of energy expenditure via the neuron and 
consequences with brain dysfunction. As a result, the supervision of lifestyle diseases, like since 
hypertension stop the beginning or sequence of dementia throughout vascular safety (Qiu&Fratiglioni, 
2015). 

Mid-life hypertension relation with dementia 

Generally, hypertension is established to be a reason inducing dementia. Hypertension is 
characteristically distinct as 45–64 years aged. Otherwise, early-life hypertension is worthless for the 
reason that persons with hypertension previous to mid-life might contain a menace in favor of the 
expansion of dementia (Gottesman, 2010). Systolic BP elevation at age 50 years is related augmented 
peril of dementia (Abell, 2018). Fascinatingly, subjects getting antihypertensive drugs showed no 
enhanced menace in favor of dementia, still in those by systolic BP of additional 140 mmHg, 
representative with the intention of early involvement in hypertension is the only approach to stop 
late-life dementia. In addition, the Honolulu Heart agenda study established to subjects fewer 50 years 
elderly, still persons by prehypertension, an enlarged menace for dementia merely in the unprocessed 
assembly (Abell, 2018). 

Hypertension-induced dementia 

Brain aging basically measured in the direction not using neural aging, other than through 
nonadaptive of a synchronized with interactional scheme of neurons, astrocytes by micro vessels 
through the brain shout the “neurovascular component”. Hypertension exposed to exist a menace in 
favor of vascular nonadaptive. Generally, persistent hypertensive condition increases cerebrovascular 
deterioration like as vascular remodeling, hypertrophy, endothelial defeats and  
atherosclerosis. It can improve blood brain barrier permeability. It also ensures of disarray of the 
neurovascular component (Faraco, G. and C. Iadecola, 2013). So, in recent times Qiu et al. initiated 
about the idea related dementia in the aged as a situation of whole life way measures through vascular 
grievance in mid-life, and cerebrovascular illness in anon life (Qiu&Fratiglioni, 2015). 

Influence of the blood pressure (BP) control lying on dementia 

To date, BP lowering exposed convincingly near protect cognitive occupation in a therapeutic 
test (Gorelick, 2017). Moreover, involvement for tall BP in the awfully aged does not considerably 
decrease the occurrence of dementia. Generally, orthostatic hypotension is considered as a risk factor 
in favor of dementia and also regarded as cognitive refuse (Binfield, 2008) representative several 
troubles in the instance age (standard age approximately 70 years) and surveillance age (fewer than 
5 years). Li et al. confirmed to subjects treated by an Angiotensin II type 1 receptor blocker showed an 
inferior occurrence of dementia and also rise in endurance chance compared through subjects with 
additional cardiovascular comparators  (Li, 2010). Additional exploration is essential to corroborate 
the defensive consequence of lowering BP lying on cognition. A scientific statement has published on 
hypertension with cognitive function by The American Heart Association (Li, 2010). In recent times, 
the Systolic BP interference examination reminiscence with Cognition in reduced Hypertension 
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established to concentrated lowering BP inhibits mild cognitive injury and perhaps dementia with 
expansion of pallid lesions within the intelligence (Kjeldsen, 2018). This state’s “present is strapping 
confirmation of a venomous authority of mid-life not only hypertension purpose, other than the 
cognitive collision of late-life hypertension is less apparent.” Hypertension demonstrates that 
“confirmation from experimental trials that antihypertensive can improve cognition condition.” Thus, 
more clinical trials must be needed to give the indication that “the lower the BP, the inferior the 
occurrence of dementia”. Therefore, in the prospect additional scientific confirmations are desirable to 
give confirmation that “the inferior the BP, the inferior the occurrence of dementia”. 

Dementia with renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
The consequence of angiotensin (Ang) II, a major constituent of RAS, resting on cognition is 

contentious. Gard et al. formerly checked the double exploit of Ang II in reminiscence and learning 
(Gard, 2002). As an example, Georgiev et al. established that Ang II facilitates knowledge and 
reminiscence (Georgiev & Yonkov, 1985). Inside the cardiovascular encumber in excess of course of a 
life span, RAS acting an important function since a peril or remind factor for cardio- and 
cerebrovascular illness. On the additional offer, Kulakowska et al. and Barnes et al. showed that the  
fence of RAS by ARB or Ang converting enzyme inhibitor facilitated reminiscence and knowledge[19, 
20]. Wild type mice showed in escaping rate throughout aging. In generally, Ang II-over expressing 
mice exhibited of education aptitude at an earlier age; though, afterward age knowledge aptitude did 
not get better, representative that Ang II might make easy erudition for the time being, but 
unremitting inspiration with Ang II might tire out the neural scheme or persuade injure in the brain, 
resultant in cognitive turn down (Inaba, 2009). In recent times, Franco et al. obviously showed the 
possible mechanisms of the hypertension-induced cognitive shortfall connecting angiotensin II, which 
raises the superoxide-producing enzyme like as NADPH oxidase 2 (NOX2). The macrophages of 
perivascular that induces reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Faraco, 2016). We earlier reported the 
consequence of diabetes mellitus on cognition by fat diabetic mice. These essential experiments 
propose a defensive effect of RAS barrier on cognitive decline.  

Administration of the blood pressure to prevent dementia 

In progress blood pressure to prevent dementia as follows: 

1. Extra attention must be needed in subjects by additional way of life risks.

2. Also attention to unprocessed subjects with BP of added than 120/80 mmHg
for health. 

3. Systolic BP of more than 130 mmHg without medication drugs has amplified
prospect peril of dementia. 

4. In attendance is no confirmation that antihypertensive treatment can decrease
the occurrence of dementia. 

5. BP in “elderly people” should be cautiously maintained.

6. Nonetheless, the most excellent way to avert dementia in hypertensive patients
is concentrated conduct from center age. 

Conclusion 

As a result, the supervision of lifestyle-related diseases, like since hypertension may stop the 
beginning or sequence of dementia throughout vascular protection. Administration of hypertension 
from center age might decrease the beginning of dementia in the aged. However, large clinical 
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experiment is required to further confirmation whether antihypertensive medication can prevent 
dementia. 
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